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Figure 1: Our method enables foveated rendering for implicit surfaces described using signed distance functions (SDFs). (a) A computa-
tionally expensive scene described without any geometry, requires a varying number of steps per pixel to be traced (redder means more
steps). The step count often increases near surface boundaries that correspond to edges in the rendered scene. Based on a low cost depth
approximation of the scene (b), we detect edges (c), and then use this information to modulate a hyperbolic visual acuity model, guided
by eye tracking, to obtain approximate pixel saliency (red is high saliency, eye fixation in the center) (d). Doing so, we establish that we
accurately render only the (computationally expensive) edges that are detectable in the periphery. (e) We show that with our edge detection
step, significant edges still appear even in the periphery in the final output (eye fixation in the center) whereas insignificant outer periphery
edges are not rendered. (f) Ground truth image for comparison.

Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel rendering pipeline for sphere tracing signed distance functions (SDFs) that significantly
improves sphere tracing performance. Previous methods simply focus on over-relaxing the step size by a fixed amount and thus
reducing the total step count of the ray based on the error of the previous step at the full rendering resolution. Unlike those, our
system reconstructs the final image in a multi-scale inverted pyramid fashion that provides progressively finer approximations
of a surface’s distance from the camera origin. We initiate sphere tracing at a very low resolution approximation of the scene
which provides an initial estimate of the closest surface to a group of rays to be sphere traced. We shoot and trace those rays
from that approximated distance instead of shooting them from the camera origin, providing a massive head-start for the rays
to leap ahead in the 3D scene, successively generating the following level until the full resolution is reached. This significantly
reduces the total step count. Moving up in the pyramid in higher and higher resolutions we repeat this process to further
eliminate sphere tracing steps. The multiple resolution levels of the pyramid ascertain that we avoid jumps of the ray in the 3D
scene that would potentially generate artefacts, especially around scene edges that might be missed when rendering at lower
resolutions. This approach allows for a much more efficient use of computational resources and results in a significant boost in
performance (more than 20x speed-up in some cases). Integrating a foveated rendering algorithm within the inverted pyramid
pipeline further accelerates performance enabling 16x super-sample anti-aliasing of implicit surfaces in a VR headset. Our
experiments demonstrate that our image manipulation remains imperceptible. Our benchmark evaluation indicated a significant
boost in sphere tracing performance with or without foveated rendering applied. This enables efficiently rendering SDFs in VR
headsets, often otherwise impossible due to limited performance.

1. Introduction

Sphere tracing signed distance fields (SDFs) is an elegant way to
render complex surface geometry not described explicitly as a ge-
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ometric mesh, using instead mathematical equations or occupancy
fields rather than polygons. Starting from the camera origin, rays
traverse the scene incremented by a step determined by the dis-
tance of the current ray position to the nearest implicit surface.
The process continues until a threshold is reached, at which point
a color is assigned to the corresponding pixel. Sphere tracing SDFs
has recently gained popularity due to its efficient memory utiliza-
tion for rendering either manually or procedurally generated con-
tent [HSK89b]. Examples include procedural displacement map-
ping tools [Don05], artistic rendering [Ini22] or fully connected
neural networks learning from multiple images [MST*20; OPG21;
PCPM21] to estimate surfaces in those images.

Whereas rendering SDFs is extremely memory efficient as no ge-
ometry is being stored, its computational complexity is high when
complex surfaces are being rendered. Performance significantly de-
creases when rays approach “sharp” scene element boundaries
(edges), as the step size of the traced ray gets smaller and smaller
until the nearest SDF is found. In such cases, additional steps are
required in order to converge to the object surface (Fig. 2). Sphere
tracing SDFs is not currently accelerated at the hardware level in
GPUs in a similar way to how ray-tracing is, which involves spe-
cialised acceleration structures.

A straightforward way to significantly reduce the computational
cost for sphere tracing is to decrease the number of steps required
to traverse a scene, whilst maintaining perceived visual fidelity. An
effective approach to this involves a fundamental characteristic of
the human visual system (HVS), namely the drop of visual acuity as
eccentricity (distance away from central gaze direction) increases.
Concomitantly, a high level of perceptual sensitivity to edges in the
periphery of vision remains [HW62]. A plethora of foveated ren-
dering algorithms improve the performance of real-time rendering
techniques by progressively reducing rendering quality in the pe-
riphery of vision based on eccentricity, while retaining high fidelity
in the fovea, driven by real-time gaze tracking [MDT09; WRK*16;
RWH*16]. Other foveated algorithms enhance their foveation mod-
els by investigating the sensitivity of the HVS to luminance, con-
trast, or noise [TAW*19; TTD22]. A transformation of coordinates
from Cartesian to polar has also been exploited to maintain a more
coherent sampling in the fovea region by reducing the resolution
required for rendering [MDZV18; KLM*19].

Edges, sharp surface boundaries in the 3D world, are exception-
ally costly for SDF rendering, but at the same time crucial for a
high level of perceptual fidelity even in the periphery. This “tug-
of-war” between reducing the number of steps required to ren-
der edges whilst not affecting their appearance significantly, in-
spired this work. We propose, for the first time, a foveated ren-
dering method for sphere tracing SDFs that exploits this reduction
in visual acuity in the periphery to reduce samples, while ensur-
ing that salient edges even in the periphery, are rendered properly.
We designed a sphere-tracing pipeline based on multiple rendering
passes.

We propose an inverted pyramid rendering that selectively traces
parts of the scene, in low quality, while others in high quality, de-
pending on the expected perceptibility of artefacts. Within this ar-
chitecture, we integrate a foveated rendering model, that, based on
eye tracking, determines the pyramid level from which samples will

be sourced, while preserving edge information in the 3D environ-
ment. We first detect scene edges based on depth information from
the bottom level, low-resolution, swiftly rendered tip of the inverted
pyramid which approximates the scene. We selectively mask the re-
solved edges in the depth map based on eye tracking data to obtain a
foveation probability map, which is subsequently used to modulate
the number of ray-marching steps as a ray approaches a surface. We
incorporate variable refresh rate rendering to less perceptible scene
areas.

Our perceptual study demonstrated that our rendering is indis-
tinguishable from ground truth full-step sphere tracing, while mea-
suring a remarkable speedup up to 20.4× in sphere tracing perfor-
mance. Our specific contributions include:

• We develop an inverted pyramid rendering system (IPR) for
sphere tracing SDFs. Our method accelerates rendering involv-
ing a multi-pass sphere tracing process based on multi-resolution
rendering to eliminate sphere traversals that would go unnotice-
able.

• We integrate a foveated rendering model to our system (FIPR).
We expedite rendering in the visual field periphery based on a
physiology-inspired probability model. Our algorithm strikes a
balance between effectively rendering detectable edges in the
periphery while optimising the associated high cost when sphere
tracing edges.

• We perform a perceptual study for our foveated system, both
to parametrise (foveal eccentricity angles & Gaussian blur) and
evaluate our methodology, to establish that our manipulation is
imperceptible.

• We perform a detailed performance assessment of our system,
compared to the ground truth, measuring strong performance
gains for a variety of scenes.

2. Related work

In this section, we provide an overview of sphere tracing SDFs &
eye physiology, and analyze past research on foveated rendering
and foveated video streaming.

2.1. Rendering Signed Distance Fields (SDFs)

Sphere tracing was originally proposed to render implicit surfaces
[HSK89a] described by signed distance functions (SDFs). SDFs
can outline 3D objects or procedural 3D worlds, fractals [HSK89b]
as well as generate complex visual effects [ZRL*08]. SDFs, in
traditional rasterization, improve displacement mapping [Don05]
as well as rendering small-scale details with complex topology in
a fragment shader with a few GPU instructions and little mem-
ory. Implicit neural representation uses learned SDFs or occupancy
fields to represent scene geometry by training a neural network
[MST*20; OPG21; PCPM21; RPLG21]. The networks learn from
sparse images or point clouds to reconstruct objects, finding the
SDF that matches the target object. Manually designing 3D objects
and scenes is also possible, by combining simple SDFs for basic
primitives (circles, boxes, cones, etc.) using union, difference & in-
tersection operators to create intricate 3D scenes [Ini22]. Distortion
or noise can be additionally applied as well as combining primi-
tives. Although complex, dedicated tools can automatically do this
[Van].
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Figure 2: The rays traverse the world by propagating based on
their geometric distance from the closest implicit surface, as de-
scribed by a signed distance function (SDF).

Contrary to ray tracing that finds the closest triangle that inter-
sects with a ray, in sphere tracing rays traverse the world propa-
gated based on their geometric distance from the closest implicit
surface, as described by a signed distance function (SDF): R3 ⇒ R
representing the distance from the boundary of an implicit surface
f−1(0). The SDF is a scalar field mapping each point in 3D space
to a scalar value, representing the distance of that point to the im-
plicit surface. The points on the implicit surface have zero distance,
while the points inside or outside the surface have a negative or pos-
itive distance respectively:

SDF(x) =

{
−dist(x, f−1(0)), ray inside of f−1(0)
+dist(x, f−1(0)), ray outside of f−1(0)

The number of steps required for a ray to intersect with an im-
plicit surface varies depending on scene complexity. The step size
is adjusted based on the distance returned by the SDF.

Previous research attempted to reduce the step count [BV18;
SN10; KSK*14] by over-relaxing the step size by a fixed amount
and thus reducing the total step count of the ray based on the er-
ror at full resolution during the rendering pass, leading to increased
performance. In this paper, our proposed approach utilises an ap-
proximated distance calculated from an inverted pyramid resolution
multi-pass rendering approach increasing performance without in-
troducing artefacts.

2.2. Physiology of the eye

The central zone in the human visual field of view (about 1.5–2°)
is where foveal vision occurs, i.e., vision of the highest acuity
[SRJ11]. Visual acuity corresponds to the ability to distinguish the
details of objects and perceive a sharp image. Peripheral, or in-
direct, vision of increasingly lower acuity extends from the outer
limits of foveal vision to the periphery [CSKH90]. This decline
follows approximately a hyperbola [SRJ11]. The angular distance

from the center of the visual field is known as eccentricity. At an ec-
centricity of 6°, visual acuity is reduced by 75%. Identifying edges
is an essential ability of the HVS to estimate the position of object
boundaries. Specific neurons sensitive to edges reside in the visual
cortex [HW62]. Visual contrast sensitivity drives visual edge de-
tection and provides insight into multi-channel spatial frequency
selection of the visual system. We propose a foveated model that
exploits the degraded visual acuity of the HVS in the periphery,
while retaining the high-cost but perceptually significant edge in-
formation, when rendering SDFs.

2.3. Foveated rendering

Early foveated rendering achieved performance gains by dynam-
ically manipulating geometric level-of-detail (LOD) based on ec-
centricity, often resulting in aliasing and high latency [OYT96;
LHNW00]. Based on real-time gaze tracking, LOD has been re-
duced in unattended areas while the users performed simple tasks
[LM00; CCW03], however, visual artifacts appeared due to unsta-
ble frame rates. Saliency models predict gaze position from low-
resolution images [LDC06] by extracting features such as lumi-
nance and contrast, from task maps [LKC08; HLR*10], as well
as from high-level context [KDCM14]. Low-level saliency models
alone usually fail to predict gaze direction [SSWR08]. Early work
on gaze-contingent displays [DÇ07; BDDG03; KAS*19] did not
manipulate spatial resolution based on eccentricity.

Later work reduced the resolution, LOD and refresh rate in
the periphery of human vision based on three eccentricity lay-
ers [GFD*12; SK97] but artifacts appeared in the periphery. To
address this, a Gaussian blur post-processing step progressively
increased filter-width based on eccentricity [PSK*16], inducing,
though, a sense of tunnel vision that was dealt with by enhancing
contrast in the periphery. Recently, a two-pass foveated rendering
pipeline transformed Cartesian coordinates of the render frame to
kernel log-polar coordinates leading to a lower resolution buffer
[MDZV18]. Another foveated method renders with higher eccen-
tricity for the dominant eye [MDV20].

Ray-tracing, unlike rasterization, allows for varied sampling of
the output [MDT09; WRK*16; RWH*16] without rendering multi-
ple passes to produce layers of lower quality or interpolating them
[GFD*12]. Gaze-contingent ray tracing increases the samples per
pixel near object silhouettes and high contrast areas [MDT09] but
with visual artifacts in the periphery [FH14]. A foveated ray tracer
that uses a sampling mask to generate a non-uniformly distributed
set of pixels [SCMP19] avoids artifacts with temporal anti-aliasing.
Cost reductions are achieved by generating rays based on a lin-
ear model not matching the pattern of the foveal receptor den-
sity [WRK*16; RWH*16]. Temporal artifacts appear due to re-
projected frames and reconstruction based on a support image.
[WRHS18] extends [WRK*16] by integrating a gaze-contingent
depth-of-field (DoF) filter concealing artifacts.

A foveated method for path-tracing [KLM*19] generates rays
[Kaj86] based on polar coordinates, similar to [MDZV18] and
a probability model similar to the foveal receptor density used
to reduce the generated rays as eccentricity increased. An emu-
lated foveated path-tracer studied foveated path-tracing of more
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than one sample per pixel and with a high number of bounces
[PKM21], showing that performance gains can be above 2× -
3×. A luminance and contrast-aware foveated rendering tech-
nique [TAW*19] developed a predictor of foveated parameters us-
ing a low-resolution frame calculating luminance. Others use pix-
els from previous frames by spatiotemporally re-projecting them
[FFM*21], evaluating artifacts and dis-occlusions based on a con-
fidence value derived from image eccentricity, contrast and holes-
size. Low confidence areas are redrawn lowering primitive process-
ing and shading cost. A foveated technique based on the eye’s abil-
ity to detect high frequencies for certain eccentricities has been
presented [TTD22]. A foveated volume rendering model adapts
samples with Linde-Buzo-Gray sampling and natural neighbor in-
terpolation [BSB*19]. Due to peripheral vision being sensitive to
contrast changes and movement, a temporal filter attenuates under-
sampling artifacts, ignoring peripheral vision except for visual acu-
ity.

Our work, despite using edge detection similarly to previous
studies (e.g., [SGEM16; TAW*19]), has some crucial differences:
(i) previous approaches focus either on rasterization or ray trac-
ing meshes, whereas our methodology focuses on implicit surfaces
described by SDFs; (ii) rasterization and ray tracing can benefit
from specific hardware acceleration capabilities of GPUs whereas
implicit rendering in its current form, cannot; (iii) we focus specif-
ically on reducing the step count during sphere tracing by position-
ing the ray closer to the implicit surface thus reducing the num-
ber of steps required to accurately render the surface using an in-
novative inverted pyramid multi-resolution technique; (iv) we do
not rely on the use of reprojected frames [WRK*16], which can
introduce errors. We focus on accelerating SDF rendering using
foveation, enabling their rendering in VR headsets, that is other-
wise severely constrained due to performance limitations.

2.4. Foveated streaming

Foveated video coding and compression streaming allocate bits
based on the non-uniform resolution of the HVS by compress-
ing more pixels in the periphery and less in the fovea, employ-
ing human contrast sensitivity as a function of spatial frequency
and retinal eccentricity [GP98]. A foveal visual quality metric,
i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio, achieved the best compression and
rate control parameters for a target bit rate [LPB01; LPB02].
Foveation filtering (local bandwidth reduction) for foveated com-
pression considered only static foveation mechanisms [LB03]. A
wavelet-based distortion visibility measure was used to develop an
attention-driven foveated video quality (AFViQ) metric [YEP14].
Pre-encoded videos [RYS*16] as well as real-time 360°video
foveated stitching [LCC*17] has been presented.

A foveated video streaming system for cloud gaming requiring
low latency, adapted video stream quality by adjusting encoding pa-
rameters on the fly to match gaze position [ISM17; IGS*20], based
on learning from natural videos. Neural networks drove foveated
video streaming (DeepFovea) that recreates a frame using a small
fraction of pixels provided in every frame [KSL*19]. Foveated ren-
dering using metamers was recently presented [WDF*21].

3. Implementation

3.1. Overview

SDF rendering employs tracing rays that progressively approach
the closest SDF from the ray origin until a threshold is met and
then a color is assigned to the rendered pixel (Fig. 2). When ray
marching SDFs, computation increases proportionally to SDF com-
plexity leading to slow rendering times and, subsequently, to lower
frame rates, which is particularly problematic for VR. Edges in the
field-of-view are particularly salient and at the same time excep-
tionally costly, as a high number of steps is required to converge to
an edge on screen. In the following implementation, we propose a
novel approach to accelerate sphere tracing by approximating the
distance that a ray will travel in a 3D scene without fully tracing
at the full resolution of the frame buffer, while taking into account
salient edges. We do this by first utilizing an inverted image pyra-
mid (IPR), enabling reduced resolution passes to successively re-
fine an approximate distance a ray has to travel and subsequently
trace from that approximated position in the target resolution, re-
ducing the total step count.

The highest resolution level of the pyramid is the target resolu-
tion frame buffer where all shading computation is performed. To
find the final implicit surface that requires shading we progressively
reconstruct that final image starting from the low resolution tip of
the pyramid, which renders at high frame rates. At each level of
the pyramid, each ray’s distance that we calculate, corresponds to
a group of 4 rays/pixels at the next level. We can thus advance 4
rays closer to a surface, rather than starting from the camera origin.
This allows each ray to begin tracing (at the subsequent level) from
the approximate distance rather than from the camera origin. We
repeat this process for subsequent levels of the pyramid, until we
reach the top level of the pyramid. As a result the total step count is
significantly reduced compared to fully sphere tracing at the target
resolution (Fig. 4).

However, since each lower resolution approximation does not
accurately contain/represent what the higher resolution does, arti-
facts appear, because pixels may travel beyond the actual surface
and might miss a surface that does not appear at a lower resolu-
tion altogether. This can result in low quality rendering, as depicted
in Fig. 3. We eliminate those artefacts using a neighbor min filter
when propagating ray distances within the pyramid (described in
subsection 3.2.4). This filter ensures that rays close to surfaces be-
gin tracing before passing the surface, resulting in correct shapes
and a higher quality output, as shown in Fig. 3.

Initial testing demonstrated that three levels are sufficient to im-
prove performance, i.e., the bottom level is 1/16th of the target res-
olution, the middle level is 1/4th of the target resolution. Increasing
the number of levels to more than 3, did not increase performance
due to an elevated number of rendering calls. IPR demonstrably
improves computational efficiency (see Sec. 5.2) for sphere tracing
without compromising the rendering quality which was evaluated
in a small pilot study (see Sec. 4.3). In particular, IPR achieves
4.28× performance improvement.

To achieve the high frame rates required for VR applications,
we subsequently integrate foveated rendering in IPR. Foveated ren-
dering renders at the highest resolution where people fixate and
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(a) Level 3 output (b) Level 2 input (c) Level 2 output (d) Level 1 input (e) Level 1 output (f) Ground truth

Figure 3: The top row is the inputs and outputs for each level of our inverse pyramid rendering (IPR) without applying the minimum filter.
The bottom row shows the inputs and outputs when we apply the minimum filter. The use of the min filter improves the quality of IPR.

Figure 4: Left to right, total step count FIPR vs IPR vs ground
truth. For IPR & FIPR tracing steps are significantly reduced due to
the inverted pyramid acceleration structure and foveated rendering
respectively. Blue: 1 step, red: 256 steps.

gradually reduces the resolution towards the periphery of the fix-
ation. Previous foveated rendering approaches for ray/sphere trac-
ing strive to reduce the number of generated rays with the aim of
improving performance. IPR can accommodate foveated rendering
depending on where a pixel is in the visual field as it can be di-
rectly sampled from a different level in the pyramid. We take this
one step further: We want to ascertain that salient edges (which are
also particularly costly) are rendered properly. Instead of simply de-
creasing the probability of a pixel to be fully traced as eccentricity
increases, which is typical in most foveated methods, we increase
the probability of pixels in the periphery in areas with prominent
edges, ensuring that salient edges in the periphery are properly re-
constructed. For such edges, we trace based on the higher resolu-
tion level of IPR in the foveal region, where the human eye is most
sensitive to detail. We trace rays using the mid-level of IPR for the
rest of the frame buffer and then interpolate to the full resolution at
a lower refresh rate for those pixels. By doing so, we can maintain
high image quality in the foveal region while significantly reduc-
ing the computational cost of sphere tracing in the periphery, ulti-
mately allowing us to balance the trade-off between image quality
and computational efficiency, leading to more efficient, higher fi-
delity rendering. We call our full model Foveated Inverted Pyramid
Rendering (FIPR).

3.2. Foveated Inverted Pyramid Rendering (FIPR)

FIPR is a five pass pipeline (Fig. 5). Our method was implemented
in the Unity 3D Engine using compute shaders and applied as a
full-screen quad post-processing effect to the camera. Each pass
corresponds to one kernel, implemented using compute shaders.
Specifically, the low, mid, and high levels of our inverted pyra-
mid structure, the edge filter, the foveated mask, and the post-
processing Gaussian blur effects are all implemented as separate
compute shader kernels. The minimum filter is applied to each level
(mid / high) of the inverse structure before sphere tracing, thus it is
not a separate kernel. We now describe each pass:

3.2.1. Pass 1: Low-res Depth Image

The first sphere tracing pass starts at the base of the inverted pyra-
mid (1/16th of the screen resolution), generating a low resolution
depth map (Fig. 6a) storing the marched distance from the camera
origin to the closest implicit surface. The distances to surfaces are
only accurate for this low resolution, and will act as a rough approx-
imation for subsequent tracing in higher levels. This low resolution
approximation becomes the input to a probability model which de-
cides which rays will be spawned (depth image forwarded to pass
2) taking into account the scene’s rough edge information, but also
guides the reconstruction and used for sampling at the target reso-
lution (forwarded to pass 4).

3.2.2. Pass 2: Salient Edge Detection

In the second pass, we apply Sobel edge detection on the low reso-
lution depth map to gather scene edge information, which is com-
putationally cheap as it is applied at 1/16th of the target resolution
(Fig. 6b). Texture pixels can take one of two values, 1 (edge) or 0
(not an edge). We then upscale that edge texture to the target ren-
dering resolution and forward it to pass 3.

3.2.3. Pass 3: The Foveation Mask

In the third pass, we create the foveation mask. Eye tracking data
from the VR headset provide the fixation point. We generate a hy-
perbolic eccentricity-based probability map (Eq. 1) corresponding
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Figure 5: We accelerate rendering of SDFs by accounting for the foveation angle and edges in the periphery in a five-pass pipeline. The red
frame indicates buffers at 1/16th of the screen resolution, blue 1/4th of the screen resolution, green denotes full (output) resolution.

(a) Depth map (b) Edge map (c) Visual acuity

(d) Probability (e) Foveated mask

Figure 6: We generate a binary foveated mask used to decide which
pixels are re-marched in the final high quality rendering, as a prod-
uct of a hyperbolic acuity model and an edge detection map over a
computationally cheap depth map.

to the fall-off of visual acuity from the fixation point to the periph-
ery; measured visual acuity for various human eye eccentricities
from [MS47] as fitted by [PKM21]. This hyperbolic fall-off prob-
ability map has three distinct zones: fovea, periphery, and outer
periphery as in [WRK*16]. In the fovea, probability is set to 1; in
the periphery there is a hyperbolic fall-off; in the outer periphery,
pixel probability is set to 0.

We subsequently multiply this map with the calculated buffer
containing edges from the second pass (Fig. 6e). Multiplying the
probability map with the edge detected depth map ensures that even
in the periphery, salient edges will be traced at full resolution, con-
sistent with the human visual system’s high sensitivity to peripheral
edges. The resulting texture indicates the final probability assigned
for each pixel to be sphere traced in the high level of our IPR, as
seen in Fig. 6d.

We then construct a binary foveated mask indicating pixels of
high importance to be queued for sphere tracing at the highest level
only if ξq < p(x,y) with ξq ∈ [0,1] being a uniformly distributed
random number. This converts the probability into a Boolean True

p(ω) = 0.90964e
ω

2.9661 +0.00792 (1)

1: p(ω) is the probability of the pixel, and ω is the eccentricity
angle of the pixel.

or False value indicating whether a pixel needs to be traced at full
resolution, as seen in Fig. 6e. Non-foveal regions and peripheral
regions without edges are rendered at a lower resolution, signifi-
cantly accelerating throughput. The foveated mask is forwarded to
both passes 4 and 5.

3.2.4. Pass 4: Rendering & Reconstruction

In the fourth pass, we assemble the complete frame using the high
fidelity (foveal/edge regions) pixels and the (lower refresh rate)
sampled peripheral pixels. The depth texture from pass 1 and the
binary foveated mask from pass 3 are inputs for pass 4. We first
sphere trace in the mid-level of our acceleration structure where
the resolution is now equal to 1/4th of the target frame buffer. We
first check whether a pixel is of high importance in the binary mask;
if it is, we check its neighbours and apply a minimum filter to the
depth buffer - this is the distance from which the ray will start trac-
ing. The minimum filter simply replaces the pixel’s depth value
with the minimum value (i.e., distance/depth) of that pixel and its
neighbors (3x3 filter, see Sec. 4).

Rationale: The minimum filter alleviates a possible artefact of IPR.
When rendering at lower resolutions, some surfaces might be com-
pletely missed, while they can be visible at the higher target reso-
lution. The minimum filter pushes a ray’s tracing origin a bit fur-
ther back towards the camera origin, ensuring that when the ray is
marched it will not be placed behind a surface and thus miss it alto-
gether. Using a minimum filter, pixels that had traversed almost the
same distance as their neighboring pixels in the 3D environment
will remain close to the surface based on the approximate distance
rather than resetting further back to the camera origin, regardless
of the scene configuration. This eliminates artefacts and improves
performance due to each pixel repositioning itself based on infor-
mation gathered from neighboring pixels, compared to using a fixed
offset as in [BV18; SN10; KSK*14]. When the minimum filter is
not applied, this leads to faster convergence to the surface but a sur-
face could be missed. As the size of the minimum filter increases,
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quality is further improved, but performance drops. We discuss a
possible limitation of this approach in Sec. 5.3.

Sphere tracing starts from the generated approximate distance
recorded in the depth texture. This reduces the steps that a ray
will have to march as compared to a ray being spawned from
the camera origin. At the mid-level of the acceleration structure,
a new depth texture is produced based on the new approximated
distance which is then forwarded to the highest level of the accel-
eration structure. At the highest level, rendered at the target resolu-
tion, after having calculated the final distance to the closest surface
for each pixel, we apply shading calculations to high importance
pixels. For low importance pixels, we reduce the sampling refresh
rate based on which approximate distance is calculated, to increase
overall rendering performance, since those pixels mostly go unno-
ticed [GFD*12; MIGS22]. The final texture is a composite of both
high-fidelity and low-fidelity pixels, as guided by the foveation
mask. This texture is forwarded to pass 5 for post-processing.

3.2.5. Pass 5: Post-Processing

Most foveated rendering pipelines use post-processing effects to
hide, reduce, or eliminate visual artefacts in the periphery due to
the lower fidelity rendering; usually a Gaussian blur filter [PSK*16;
PKM21; SCMP19]. In the fifth (and last) pass, we apply a Gaus-
sian blur guided by the foveated mask. This process smooths any
visible transitions between the high-fidelity and low-fidelity areas.
The foveated mask from pass 3 and the texture inclusive of shading
from pass 4 are inputs to this pass. Based on the foveated mask, we
apply a Gaussian blur to the transition zones between low and high
fidelity pixels. The final image is a composite of both high-fidelity
and low-fidelity pixels, as indicated by the foveation mask. In our
study (see Sec. 4) we investigated if a Gaussian blur filter is helpful
when we apply foveated rendering to hide peripheral artefacts.

(a) Greek Temple (b) Column & Lights (c) Primitives

Figure 7: Scenes used in the evaluation, by Inigo Quilez [Ini22],
with permission.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Overview

We conducted two two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) studies.
The first (pilot) study aims to investigate whether the perceived
quality of our non-foveated acceleration structure (IPR) is similar
to ground truth, i.e., it does not introduce any artefacts. The sec-
ond study aims to parametrize our foveated method by establishing
parameters for which the drop in quality in the periphery of vision
remains unnoticeable.

We used simplified versions of high-quality scenes by Inigo
Quilez (with permission [Ini22], Fig. 7), to maintain acceptable
frame rates, i.e., by removing soft shadows and ambient occlusion.
The first scene named "Primitives", represents an open environment
that renders primitive shapes on a plane with a checkerboard pattern
for the ground. The second scene named "Column & Lights", fea-
tures a more complex environment in a closed setting. This scene
includes a repeating pattern of columns and five point-lights that
move around the columns. Finally, the third scene named "A Greek
Temple", represents an open cultural heritage environment includ-
ing a procedurally generated cliff terrain and a temple located on
a cliff. These scenes depict complex indoor/outdoor environments
without explicit geometry and are described using SDFs.

4.2. Hardware Setup

We used an HTC Vive Pro Eye Head-mounted Display (HMD),
with a resolution of 1440 × 1600 per eye, i.e., combined resolution
2880 × 1600 and a refresh rate of 90Hz. The embedded eye tracker
on our HMD has a sampling rate of 120Hz and an accuracy of
0.5°0.5 - 1.1°in the central field of view. The computer used had an
Intel i9-12900F CPU, 32GB RAM, and a single Nvidia GPU RTX-
3070ti with 8GB RAM. Eye tracking is not integrated into most
desktop setups as, recently, in VR headsets. Therefore, foveated
rendering in VR is meaningful also due to the much higher ren-
dering cost in HMDs compared to desktop displays and the readily
available eye-tracking. Desktop setups can of course employ our
method using an external desktop eye tracker.

4.3. First (Pilot) Study: Inverse Pyramid Rendering (IPR)

The first pilot study compared the quality of the Inverse Pyramid
Rendering with ground truth rendering, where all pixels are traced
from the camera origin in a single pass. In this study, we wanted
to establish that the acceleration structure does not introduce any
visible artefacts. At the same time, we benchmarked our structure to
demonstrate that it can perform faster than standard sphere tracing.
Pilot testing indicated that the optimal value for the filter size is
3x3. If we increase the filter size, the performance drops without
any noticeable quality improvement. If the filter size is small the
quality is worse than the ground truth as surfaces might be missed.

We conducted a 2AFC pair experiment with participants wearing
the HTC Vive Pro Eye HMD and using an Xbox controller to com-
pare the quality for a series of trials. Each sequence pair consisted
of the ground truth rendering and our non-foveated IPR, in random
order. Participants were asked "Was the quality the same in both
sequences?". For this pilot study we recruited 5 participants from
our campus, with an average age of 28.5y (SD 1.5y) and a normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. For each scene, there were 6 trials.
It took approximately 8 minutes for each participant to complete
the experiment. Users uniformly found the quality produced by our
non-foveated proposed IPR to be the identical to the ground truth.
This established that the IPR structure does not introduce artefacts
and we could proceed with introducing and parametrising foveated
rendering in the main study.
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(a) Foveated IPR (FIPR) (b) Non-foveated IPR (c) Ground truth

Figure 8: Quality comparison between foveated inverse pyramid rendering (FIPR), inverse pyramid (IPR), and ground truth rendering.
Notice how IPR and ground truth treat edges identically. FIPR distorts insignificant edges in the periphery (eye fixation at the center of the
image).
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Figure 9: User study results. The blue bars correspond to the percentage of trials indicating that foveated inverse pyramid rendering (FIPR)
without Gaussian blur is identical to ground truth, and the orange bar corresponds to the percentage of trials indicating that foveated inverse
pyramid rendering (FIPR) with Gaussian blur is identical to ground truth.

4.4. Second (Main) Study: Foveated Inverse Pyramid
Rendering (FIPR)

The second study aimed to evaluate whether the drop of quality
in the periphery of vision is noticeable, and determine the optimal
parametrisation values (dependent variables), i.e., the eccentricity
angle of the fovea and the presence or not of Gaussian blur, for
our foveated inverse pyramid rendering (FIPR), so that the quality
reduction remains imperceptible. Please see the limitations sections
as to why additional variables (refresh rate, super-sampling) were
not included in the study (see Sec. 5.3). We employed the same two-
alternative forced choice (2AFC) experimental methodology as in
the pilot study. Fovea eccentricity varied from 2.5 to 15 degrees in
steps of 2.5. Each pair to be compared consisted of the ground truth
rendering and the FIPR method.

We evaluated the performance gains when rendering in VR for
the three scenes. We calculated the time to render a frame with
our method. We compared it with the time it takes to render the
ground truth (full sphere tracing). The target resolution expected
by the HTC Vive Pro Eye due to pinchusion pre-distortion correc-

tion, even though the specifications report a resolution of 1440 ×
1600 (a full resolution of 2880 × 1600) is equal to 2468 × 2740
per eye (full resolution of 4936 × 2740). We could not perform
any direct performance comparison with previous foveated render-
ing techniques as they did not involve sphere tracing of SDFs se-
quences, making the comparison invalid, since we are not using ge-
ometry as in [SGEM16; TAW*19; KVJT16; WRK*16]. Previous
work also took advantage of hardware acceleration for mesh ren-
dering (e.g., geometry shaders and ray tracing acceleration struc-
tures) to increase performance. Readily available hardware accel-
eration structures are not available for sphere tracing. Implement-
ing an apples-to-apples comparison was therefore impossible. In-
stead, we thoroughly gauged the performance of our technique both
in terms of visual fidelity and computational performance against
ground truth rendering, measuring substantial performance gains.

Participants A total of 20 participants (6 female) with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision took part in the study, with an average
age of 28.5y (SD 2.5y). 72 trials were presented for each scene
(totaling 216 trials) and the average time it took for each participant
to complete each scene session was approximately 15 minutes (45
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minutes in total). A 10-minute resting session between sessions was
allocated to reduce fatigue. Before the experiment started, each user
performed an eye tracker calibration.

4.5. Objective SSIM & FLIP Metrics

We utilized the SSIM [WBSS04] and FLIP [ANA*20] metrics to
assess the image quality of our IPR and FIPR methods compared
to the ground truth obtained through full sphere tracing. Fig. 10
presents a visual representation of the local SSIM values and an
image with the differences produced by FLIP and table 1 shows the
global SSIM value and the mean error of the FLIP for each scene.

(a) Reference (b) IPR (c) SSIM (d) FLIP

(e) Reference (f) FIPR (g) SSIM (h) FLIP

Figure 10: Visualization of the local SSIM and FLIP differ-
ence/error map for the primitives scene where the top row shows
the results for ground truth vs IPR and the bottom row for ground
truth vs FIPR. Practically no difference for ground truth vs IPR.
Zooming-in can reveal details for ground truth vs FIPR; the maps
were not processed/optimised otherwise to not introduce artificial
error pixels.

G. Temple Col. & Lig. Primit.
GT vs IPR SSIM 0.99579 0.99192 0.99889
GT vs IPR FLIP 0.011108 0.046423 0.050560

GT vs FIPR SSIM 0.9777 0.94939 0.9902
GT vs FIPR FLIP 0.030102 0.077929 0.109450

Table 1: Evaluating the visual fidelity of IPR and FIPR with re-
spect to ground truth. The global SSIM value indicates high struc-
tural similarity and the mean error measured by the FLIP metric
approaches zero for all scenes in IPR, indicating a very high sim-
ilarity to ground truth. In FIPR, global SSIM decreases and FLIP
mean error increases for all scenes, as expected, due to the foveated
rendering’s quality drop in the periphery. These results were ob-
tained with an eccentricity foveal setting of 7.5°.

5. Results & Discussion

5.1. Visual fidelity

In Fig. 8, we present a visual comparison of our inverse pyramid
rendering (IPR) with and without foveated rendering as compared

to the ground truth. Further examples exist in the supplemental
video.

We present the results of the user study in Fig. 9. For eccentricity
values over 7.5° users could not identify any difference in quality
between our FIPR method and the ground truth. Users tended to
prefer the ground truth rendering over our method when the ec-
centricity was lower, and that preference towards the ground truth
surprisingly increased when blur was applied in the periphery, i.e.,
blur made the manipulation more apparent.

There were slight variations in the results across the three scenes
(Fig. 7). Users commented that in the "Primitives" scenes which
featured primitive shapes described by SDFs, their attention was
primarily focused on the sharp shape edges. Consequently, they
were able to identify minor artefacts when low eccentricities were
used and concluded that the drop in quality was significant com-
pared to the ground truth.

Similarly, in the "Column & Lights" scene, users reported that
when their gaze was focused on a column, they were able to detect
a decrease in quality in the surrounding columns for low eccen-
tricities. This can be attributed to the fact that both scenes have
geometries with closely positioned edges.

In contrast, in the "Greek temple" scene almost all users found
the quality to be the same as the ground truth for higher eccen-
tricity values to a percentage above 80% compared to the other
scenes. This was possibly due to the scene featuring fewer, larger
shapes producing less noticeable quality transitions. It is evident
from these results that the users found the quality to be the same
when the eccentricity is equal or higher than 7.5°and that blur was
not required, as blur potentially signaled that quality had dropped.

We hypothesize that this might occur due to the increased com-
plexity of the "Greek Temple" compared to simpler scenes such as
"Primitives" which drove users to fixate on a single point of the
scene. Users were more sensitive to details such as the primitive’s
shape and observed drops in quality that may have occurred by fo-
cusing on the primitives’ shapes. We hypothesize that with faster
rendering and a more responsive eye tracker in a VR headset (see
Sec. 5.3), the drop in quality will not be noticeable due to the faster
update of gaze fixation on the screen. Our findings underscore the
need for further research to explore these variations and determine
the optimal approach to use for various scenes.

5.2. Performance

In Fig. 11, we present the measured performance improvements for
IPR without foveated rendering. The speed-up varies from 1.22×
to 4.28× as the samples per pixel increase to enable super-sample
anti-aliasing (SSAA). In Fig. 12, we present the render time for
each scene for various eccentricity levels, samples per pixel, and
refresh rates for the low importance pixels for IPR when foveated
rendering is applied.

Our results showcase a significant improvement in rendering per-
formance with a speed-up that varies from 1.22× to 20.04× as the
eccentricity level drops from 15°to 2.5°, the samples per pixel in-
crease from 1 to 16 and the refresh rate of the low significance
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Figure 11: Speed-up of inverse pyramid rendering (IPR) without
foveation, with super-sampling varying from 1 to 16.

pixels is reduced to 1/2 or 1/4 of the refresh rate of the pixels in the
fovea when using IPR.

FIPR showed significant improvements in performance for the
highly complex ’Greek Temple’ scene, even when the samples per
pixel were set to their lowest value, and the refresh rate for the pe-
riphery was lower. This was because of the higher complexity of
the scene compared to the other two scenes, and our foveated in-
verse pyramid rendering achieved a speedup ranging from 1.23×
to 12.65×. In the ’Column & Lights’ scene, because of the repeti-
tive nature of the geometry and high saliency of edges, our method
achieved a speedup ranging from 1.08× to 10.01× when the sam-
ples per pixel were more than 1 or the refresh rate in the periphery
was different from the fovea. Similarly, in the ’Primitives’ scene,
our method achieved a speedup in performance that ranged from
1.37× to 20.04×, except when no super-sample anti-aliasing was
applied, and the refresh rate at the periphery was the same as the
fovea (Fig. 11).

Based on the lowest acceptable eccentricity value (Eccentricity =
7.5°) where quality is perceived to be identical to the ground truth,
we achieve a speedup ranging from 1.1× to 10.29× for the "Col-
umn & Lights" scene, 1.1× to 16.03× for the "Primitives" scene
and 1.58× x to 8.83× for the "Greek Temple" scene as the samples
per pixel increased from 1 to 16 and the refresh rate for periphery
was reduced from 1 to 1/4 of the refresh rate of the fovea area.

Our inverse pyramid rendering is demonstrably highly effective
in rendering complex scenes that render at very low frame rates or
may not even run at all in VR. Our proposed inverse pyramid ren-
dering demonstrated better performance when the 3D environments
comprised of open areas such as mountains or terrains compared to
enclosed areas such as caves or dungeons. This is probably due to
the lower frequency content in open spaces containing less sharp
edges in the open environments. Said another way, in open envi-
ronments, more rays are not passing close to surfaces compared to
enclosed spaces which results in fewer steps and a faster approxi-
mation of surface distance for most rays.

Our inverse pyramid rendering even without foveated render-
ing can significantly improve performance both for one sample-
per-pixel or multiple samples-per-pixel. In both cases significantly
fewer rays are spawned and marched due to the pyramid and many
rays are terminated much faster due to sampling from different lev-
els of the pyramid.

Overall, our inverse pyramid rendering with or without foveation
has demonstrated significant improvements in rendering complex
VR scenes, achieving faster performance and more accurate ap-
proximations of surface distance, even in complex environments.

5.3. Limitations

Our proposed depth filtering method does not guarantee preserva-
tion of all fine details at a coarse level. Our user study comparing
IPR to ground truth reassured us that any missing details from high-
frequency content were indeed imperceptible. The SSIM and FLIP
metrics ran corroborate our findings that there exist only inconsid-
erable differences between the images. In addition, our methods fo-
cused on ray marching geometric edges that have a severe adverse
effect on rendering performance. But the textural or shading edges
can also be jarring to the user; our method was not designed to ac-
celerate those types of edges since they do not affect performance.
But, our method readily supports accounting for them in the edge
map by using a low-res albedo map or low-res fully shaded map (in
addition to the depth map) during the edge processing step. How-
ever, this has zero positive effect on performance and the generation
of those maps introduces additional rendering costs.

While our proposed method achieves much higher performance
(as discussed in sec. 5.2), the HTC Vive Pro Eye has a limitation
of locking the frame rate to 45 frames per second (fps) if the frame
rate drops below 60 FPS. This limitation may prevent our method
from reaching its full potential for VR applications, being unable
to update foveated rendering at the measured eye fixation rate, i.e.,
at a lower refresh rate.

In the implementation section (3), we mention that the refresh
rate of the approximate distances for the non-foveal/non-edge pix-
els can be reduced so that the overall performance of sphere tracing
is improved. We excluded the refresh rate variable from the experi-
ment due to the -sometimes- low fps in VR (the headset locking fps
down to 45, mentioned above) creating noticeable latency and, thus,
visible artifacts especially when sudden movements occur. Further-
more, the samples-per-pixel increase was not included due to the
ground truth’s extreme drop in performance, which would produce
motion sickness.

On a desktop setup, pre-testing using a random fixation pattern
indicated that the refresh rate could be lowered down to 1/4 of the
foveal refresh rate without introducing perceptible artefacts. Fur-
ther evaluation is required with a desktop eye tracker to determine
whether the drop in refresh rate in the periphery is noticeable.

We detected an average latency of 22.25ms which seems to have
an effect on our results due to the slow detection of the gaze posi-
tion in the headset. Even though the eye tracker refresh rate of the
HTC Vive Pro Eye is set to 120Hz, it is insufficient for tracking
fast saccades [PKM21]. Even when using the higher eccentricity
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Figure 12: Rendering time for stereo rendering (two viewports) for each scene, foveated and non-foveated (ground truth) in milliseconds.
From left to right, super-sampling varies from 1 to 16. From top to bottom, the refresh rate outside the fovea varies from 1/1 to 1/4 the rate
of the fovea. Our method enables interactive rendering for scenes that would otherwise be impossible to run in VR.

angle (15°), if our subjects performed relatively rapid saccades, the
alterations due to foveated rendering were sometimes visible. We
hypothesize that subjects selected a much higher eccentricity angle
threshold than they would have otherwise due to latency limita-
tions of the headset. We reckon that this will become a non-issue
for faster computers and more modern eye tracked headsets in the
future.

6. Conclusion

We introduced IPR for rendering implicit surfaces using sphere
tracing. We explored the introduction of foveated rendering to IPR,
creating FIPR, considering the necessity for rendering high fidelity
edges in the periphery. Through a perceptual evaluation, we esti-
mated parameters for our method to ensure that our manipulation
remains imperceptible. We also benchmarked the performance of
our IPR/FIPR methods compared to ground truth. Our analysis in-
dicated a significant boost in sphere tracing performance using both
our methods (i.e., with or without foveation), enabling rendering of
complex SDF-based scenes in VR that would otherwise be impos-
sible.

Future work could include the use of neural networks to pre-
dict the distance and direction of a ray based on low resolution
depth/distance maps, as well as extending our current inverted pyra-
mid acceleration structure to handle shading effects such as sphere-
tracing soft-shadows, ambient occlusion, sub-scattering surfaces,
and semi-transparent materials.
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